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We have an experienced team of sales consultants who cover all areas in southern Africa.
They can provide further information on the full range of materials and services provided by OUP SA. To
locate your local sales consultant, go to www.oxford.co.za/page/about-us/find-sales-consultant/index

Welcome to our

Law Catalogue
Oxford University Press South Africa publishes a wide range of local textbooks in all disciplines, in print and digital format.

We provide award-winning service and support to students, lecturers, and authors.
Our published works are supported by Learning Zone, a repository of free additional teaching and learning resources which offer
valuable educational support to lecturers and students.
We ensure that our textbooks support academic syllabi as closely as possible, and that content is local, current, relevant, and
topical for southern African students and lecturers.
Our textbooks are developed by a diverse range of leading southern African experts, who critically address the need for
Africanisation of the curricula throughout the conceptualisation and development phases of the publishing process.
We are committed to empowering students for academic success through accessible and affordable learning materials.

Oxford University Press reinvests all profits back into education, research, and scholarships.
In South Africa, our partnership with the Mandela Rhodes Foundation has supported more than 200 scholars through postgraduate
bursaries – advancing leadership throughout Africa.
We are open to collaboration opportunities with lecturers, departments and the wider tertiary community.

Please do not hesitate to contact us with queries or ideas. We would be delighted to hear from you.

How to access our
products and services
To order a book, please click on the ‘add to
basket’ button on the product page for
the title on our website, or please follow
this link: www.oxford.co.za/page/84
To download pricelists or review our other
catalogues, please follow this link:

www.oxford.co.za/page/90

To request an inspection/desk copy of our
titles, please follow this link:

www.oxford.co.za/page/36
For any queries on copyright or to request
permissions, please contact Aletta Marais at

aletta.marais@oup.com

To access lecturer resources when
prescribing to any of our books, please follow
this link:

learningzone.oxford.co.za
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Partnering with Oxford University Press
Author and lecturer support
The relationships we build with our authors are of great importance to us. We strive to continually meet the changing
needs of students and lecturers, and achieve this by seeking out innovative authors who are experts in their
respective fields. The publishing journey begins with an in-depth author workshop where all aspects of the proposed
manuscript are discussed and planned. We work closely to provide continued support and guidance throughout the
writing, editing and production process. After publication, the sales and marketing teams keep authors informed as
they take the new book to market and introduce it to all relevant lecturers, bookshops and libraries. For further
information, contact our publishing team if you are interested in becoming an author of a South African
undergraduate textbook or watch our informative videos here: www.oxford.co.za/page/65

The OUPSA Higher Education team
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FIND AN ACADEMIC CONSULTANT:

Oxford University Press South Africa (Pty) Ltd
PO Box 12119, N1 City, Goodwood, Cape Town, 7463

Let’s talk about an educational solution that
works for you.

Telephone: 021 596 2300

Telephone: 021 596 2339

Email: oxford.za@oup.com

Visit our website: www.oxford.co.za/page/94
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Custom solutions
Listening to our market has taught us that one solution does not fit all. To this end we are interested in
hearing about your specific needs and would like to discuss a customized and diverse solution for your
teaching requirements.

Print
Publishing

Digital
Publishing

Tertiary education in southern
Africa will undoubtedly benefit
from strong, pedagogically-sound
print textbooks for the foreseeable
future. At the core of our
publishing activities, we ensure
that our textbooks support
academic syllabi and address
Africanised perspectives through
current, relevant and topical
content. Based on thorough
market research, we regularly
revise and improve our content to
ensure we respond actively to
market needs and ever-changing
context and developments.

The digital-native student requires
forms of engagement that can be
served by our digital content
offerings. Epubs expose students
to different ways of learning,
stimulating engagement in the
digital age.

2019 National
Education Publisher
of the Year

Custom
Publishing
We strive to provide quick custom
content solutions – including print
and digital chapters from local
textbooks and some UK textbooks
– to lecturers. Talk to the relevant
academic consultant in your area
if you want to take the opportunity
to enhance your teaching by
requesting a custom publication or
to license Oxford University Press
South Africa content.

2019 National
Academic Publisher
of the Year
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Enhanced
resources
lead
FREE Enhanced
resources
to to
improved
results
lead
improved
results
with
Oxford’s
FREE
with
Oxford’s
BETA
oxford.co.za/learningzone

BETA
BETA

oxford.co.za/learningzone
oxford.co.za/learningzone

Learning
Learning Zone
Zone is
is an
an online
online extension
extension of
of the
the textbook
textbook
experience
–
a
website
that
opens
the
gate
to
experience – a website that opens the gate to aa variety
variety
of
additional
resources.
All
resources
are
title
specifi
of additional resources. All resources are title specific,
c,
building
upon
existing
content
and
concepts.
building upon existing content and concepts.

••Increase
IncreaseStudents’
Students’Marks
Marks Make
Makeuse
useofofready-made
ready-madeassessments
assessmentstototrack
track

students’
students’understanding
understandingofofthe
thecourse
coursematerial.
material.

••Save
teachingresources
plan withdesigned
a detailed
SavePreparation
PreparationTime
Time Every
Everytextbook
textbookhas
hasaancillary
according
chapter-by-chapter
whichsubject
includes
learning
objectives,
teaching
suggestions
to the needs in theguide
particular
area.
Examples
may include
a teaching
plan
®
slides.
and
PowerPoint
with a detailed chapter-by-chapter guide, which includes learning objectives,
teaching suggestions and PowerPoint ® slides.
• Help Students’ Core Concepts Choose items from a digital repository to upload
yourStudents’
Learning Management
system
(LMS)items
where
students
canrepository
easily access
them.
•toHelp
Core Concepts
Choose
from
a digital
to upload
to your Learning Management system (LMS) where students can easily access them.
• Add Images, Text & Video To Presentations Deliver more engaging lectures
yourImages,
studentsText
using
content
snippets from
the Learning
Zone. lectures
•toAdd
& tailored
Video To
Presentations
Deliver
more engaging
to your students using tailored content snippets from the Learning Zone.

areproud
proudto
tocontribute
contributeto
tothe
thehigher
highereducation
educationcommunity
communitythrough
throughthe
the
We
Weare
provisionof
ofteaching
teachingmaterials
materialsand
andresources
resourcesfor
forlecturers
lecturersand
andstudents.
students.
provision
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Get ahead of the curve
with these useful tools
Free online resources
In some cases, images get the
message across more easily than
words. Our blog hosts many useful
infographics, for lecturers and
students alike.
Visit: http://blog.oxford.co.za

Our website hosts our product
catalogues, tools to assist students,
resources for lecturers, useful
contact information and more.
Find it all at:

Our Higher Education
Lecturer Newsletter will keep
you informed on company,
product and industry news.
Join our mailing list:

http://www.oxford.co.za

glenn.hekma@oup.com

English Language
Teaching
Shaping Learning Together

English File Series

For more information and the full product list visit our website:
www.oxford.co.za or contact fuad.harris@oup.com
New Headway Series
for further information.

References
More than 100 subject dictionaries
ensure there is an Oxford Paperback
Reference for everyone! For more
information and the full product
list, visit:
http://ukcatalogue.oup.com/category/
academic/series/general/opr.do

The world’s most trusted reference

Dictionaries for every level

Oxford South African
Secondary School Dictionary
9780195762235

Oxford Southern African
Adult Learner’s Dictionary
9780195717808

Oxford South African
Pocket Dictionary
9780199045037

Oxford South African
Concise Dictionary
9780195982183
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Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 10e
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 10th edition builds English
vocabulary better than ever before and leads the way to more
confident, successful communication in English.
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is the world’s
bestselling advanced-level dictionary for learners of English.
•

Over 60,000 words, 79,000 phrases, 89,000 meanings and 109,000
examples

•

1000+ NEW words and meanings (chatbot, fake news, microplastic,
woke)

•

Oxford 3000™ and Oxford 5000™ keywords graded by CEFR level

•

OPAL™ (Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon) teaches academic
keywords

•

Visual Vocabulary Builder including NEW illustrations for topic
vocabulary

•

Oxford Speaking Tutor and iSpeaker prepare you for exams and presentations –
UPDATED iSpeaker

•

Oxford Writing Tutor and iWriter help you plan, write and review your written work –
UPDATED iWriter

•

Teaching resources including 50 NEW vocabulary worksheets and NEW and revised lesson
plans available online

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 10th edition
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 10th edition builds English
vocabulary better than ever before and leads the way to more
Examples
confident,
successful communication in English.

NEW
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The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is the world’s bestselling
advanced level dictionary for learners of English.
Example
Ff 109,000 examples
• Over 60,000 words, 79,000s phrases, 89,000 meanings and
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ˌface to ˈ face

B1

B1

Talking about



has a face like
ˈ thunder sb to ˈ face (with
sb’s face is like
ˌface

ˈ thunder
sb) 

with sth 

ˌface ˈup / ˈdown





COVER SURFACE





to do sth
have the ˈ face




fab·ri·cate

▼

in sb’s

in the face of

ˈ face

ˈsth

describing the
appearance and
sounds of the place
the
explaining why
place is important





 fab ·ri· ca·

fabu·list
face to face

tion

of it
on the ˈ face

lose ˈ face



face the ˈmusic




/ a ˈ face (at sb)
pull / make ˈ faces

+ B2

fabu·lous +

B2
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put your ˈ face
sb / sth
your face against
to sb’s ˈ face
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justifying a choice
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English: B2 First
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V25

DEVELOPMENT

essay
Writing a discussion

time to write

Do

of vocabulary.
• use a wide range
full time allowed.
• try to use the
way of
• think of a different
idea if you’ve
expressing your
forgotten a word.
if you make a
• correct yourself
continue.
mistake, and
with the
• make eye contact
examiner.

4

es

INTRODUCTION

1 Sentences 1
and 2
introduce the topic.
The third sentence
states
the focus of the
essay.

28

29

27

13

19

32

Puzzles

15

8

18

10 knitting
needle

33

Cards

11

palette

potter’s
wheel

12
tank

7

mask

To
adverbs:
definitely
in the city, definitely.
I’d prefer to live
the village.
I really love visiting
the sentence around: I like it is
You can also turn
reason
it’s simple. ➔ One
I like it because
because it’s simple.
it is the price.
What I like about
I like the price. ➔
The reason it’s
it was a gift. ➔
It’s special because
was a gift.
special is that it
thing I
the food. ➔ One
I particularly likedwas the food.
particularly liked

14

snorkel

17

flipper
wetsuit

dart

1

‘Manned space
missions
unmanned missions.’ should now be replaced with
Discuss.

INTRODUCTION

V25

1

It is clear that the
expensive. Scientists study of space and the•planets
Brainstorm
Showing your
is by nature
your ideas on
balance costs with and politicians must constantly
position
the
read and
attempt
potential research
research
to the topic question,
to be considered
benefits.an
When you write
(unless in
A major
examination).
is whether the benefits
question Which
a
are worth the costs.
can show what discussion essay, you
do
of manned
are thespace
your opinion
strongest
flight arguments?you think
is on
issue or question
For Nobel Prize-winning
Decide
what your viewpoint
without using the
physicist
phrases such
will be.
answer is clear.
personal
Select 2 or
as I
As he noted in 2007 Steven• Weinberg
the3 strong ideas
opinion,…. You think… or In my
Telescope Science
in a
on each
with
at the
supporting
can do this by
Space
Institute in Baltimore, lecture
examples, ideas side,
words carefully
choosing
serve any useful
‘Human
evidence.
or
beings don’t
as you write. Some
function in space.
For some questions
examples are
They radiatecan
very expensive to
you
use
given below. Look
heat,
evidence from
they’re
keep
more in your
your personal
out for
have a natural desire alive, and unlike robotic missions,
reading.
to come back, so
they
• Decide how
human beings is
involvingto organize your
enormously expensive.’that anything
essay to
persuade readers
Unmanned missions
LANGUAGE BANK
of your case.
• Note
having no requirement are much less expensive
thandown
some useful vocabulary
manned,
Adjectives
for airtight compartments,
support systems.
on
food or life
They
important, major,
less fuel and launch are also lighter and therefore
serious, significant
require
equipment. According
e.g. An important
manned Space Shuttle
to NASA,
NASA the 1992
point
Endeavor cost $1.7 Structure
This was a highly to consider is…;
projects are more
1 (used in the
and required approximately
billion to build
significant discovery.
model essay)
scientifically productive).
$450 million for
contrast, the entire
each
launch. In
unmanned Voyager
Patterns with
1989, when it observed
mission from 1972 your case
5 Presents the
It + adjective
+ supporting
4
clear, likely, possible,
In addition to their Neptune, cost only $865 million. until
counterargument.
surprising, evident
relative cost-effectiveness
cost-effectiveness,
projects generally
e.g. It is clear that
Some may argue
unmanned
yield
the study of space
manned flights have a much greater volume of data.
is expensive.
important, difficult,
suggests that the
While
yet
writer
to
necessary,
extend
beyond
interesting
moon, unmanned
will go on to argue
possible,
missions have explored Itthe orbit of Earth’s
against this position.
is possible to reverse
solar system, and
e.g. It is important
almost
our entire
have
arguments for and
to
However in the
solar system. Manned observed an Earth-like planet
effects of these consider the practical
against.
second
measures.
in a nearby
missions would
sentence introduces
so far, be away so
neither
Structure
be able to2
long,
argument against. the
same time guaranteeingnor collect so much data while travel
Adverbs
at the
the astronauts’ safe
5
Some may argue
return.
clearly, indeed,
Argument
CONCLUSION
that only manned
1: + supporting
in fact, of course
ability to inspire
space flight possesses
evidence, examples
generally, usually,
and engage the
the
6 Summarizes
mainly, widely
general population,
much-needed momentum
the
perhaps, probably,
providing
for continued
points and stateswriter’s
certainly, possibly
and educational
Argument 2: funding
interest in mathematics governmental
rarely, sometimes,
her conclusion his/
+ supporting evidence,
However, media
However
often
on the
examples
coverage of projects and the sciences.
title. Thus introduces
e.g. Clearly,
Clearly this is a
the Titan moon
such as the Mars
serious issue that
conclusion. I would the
lander,
further study.
Rover,
deserves
of extrasolar planets and the Hubble telescope’s photographs
that clearly shows argue
This book is generally
demonstrates that
held to be her greatest
clearly have the
writer’s position. the
unmanned missions
novel.
ability to attract
6
and hold public
Thus, taking into
interest.
account the lower
of data and widespread
cost, the greater
Verbs
quantity
Puzzles
now, at least, unmannedpopular support, I would argue
These help show
space missions undoubtedly that for
most value in terms
how certain you
point or an argument.
are about a
of public spending.
TIPS yield the

Dolls

34

Games

This is supported
quote from an by a
expert to
give authority.

Linking words
and phrases guide
the reader through
the
and show the writer’s argument
opinion.

3

Adverbs can be
used to modify
your
opinion.

and make sure
These phrases
make the
argument less
personal
and more objective.

main ideas,

pocket

TIP

use. For
vocabulary you
Try to vary the descriptive adjectives,
(Look
example, choose
or ‘interesting’.
not just ‘nice’, ‘good’ in the sample
at the blue highlights
answer on p. ST2.)

cushion

1 flag
2 museum

3 awning
4 cafe
5 theatre

6 ramp
7 taxi rank/stand
8 parking meter
9 bollard

cue
cue ball

knitting
needle

15 arcade
16 traffic lights
17 pedestrian crossing /
crosswalk
18 railings
19 street market

10 litter bin / trash can
11 pavement/sidewalk
12 kerb/curb
13 busker
14 high/main street

20 fountain
21 cinema / movie theater
22 office block/building
23 supermarket
24 shop/store
tank
25 square
26 statue

27 signpost
28 alley
29 postbox/mailbox
30 street light
31 poster
32 road sign
33 cycle/bicycle
mask lane
34 bus stop

Cards

snorkel

e) Print –
Writing Tutor

title or question
you really answer
it.
to convey the

Experts are quoted
and then provide
evidence,
to support the
reasons to
argument.

•

and
connecting words
make the structure and phrases to
of your essay clear
to your readers.
For language
to
your argument, help you structure
look at the notes
entries for ‘addition’
at the
and ‘first’.

Modal verbs:
can, could; may,
will, would (the
first of each pair might;
is most certain)
Compare: I argue
that… (very
I would argue that…certain) /
(not so certain)
It + verb: It appears
that, It seems that…
It + passive verb:
It can be seen that…;
should/must be
It
noted/emphasized
that…
Showing verbs:
suggest, imply show, indicate, demonstrate,
The results/findings
show/indicate…
Arguing verbs:
argue, suggest,
conclude
consider,
I would argue/suggest
that …

Linking words

1

WT9

2

2 Sentence 2
introduces
the first point (manned
missions are not
costeffective).

3 Reasons and
data
given to support are
writer’s point of the
view.
4 Introduces
the second
point (unmanned

table

WT9
the study of space and the planets is by nature
expensive. Scientists and politicians must constantly attempt to
balance costs with potential research benefits. A major question
is whether the benefits of manned space flight
are worth the costs.

DEVELOPMENT

2

2

As he noted in 2007 in a lecture at the Space
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, ‘Human beings don’t
serve any useful function in space. They radiate heat, they’re
very expensive to keep alive, and unlike robotic missions, they
have a natural desire to come back, so that anything involving
human beings is enormously expensive.’
3
Unmanned missions are much less expensive than manned,
having no requirement for airtight compartments, food or life
support systems. They are also lighter and therefore require
less fuel and launch equipment.
, the 1992
Structure 1 (used in the model essay)
manned Space Shuttle Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to build

3

4

5

CONCLUSION
6

and required approximately $450 million for each launch.
, the entire unmanned Voyager mission from 1972 until
1989, when it observed Neptune, cost only $865 million.
their relative
, unmanned
projects
yield a much greater volume of data.
manned flights have yet to extend beyond the orbit of Earth’s
moon, unmanned missions have explored
our entire
solar system, and have observed an Earth-like planet in a nearby
Structure
solar system. Manned missions would
be able to2travel
so far, be away so long,
collect so much data while at the
same time guaranteeing the astronauts’ safe return.
5
only manned space flight possesses the
ability to inspire and engage the general population, providing
much-needed momentum for continued governmental funding
and educational interest in mathematics and the sciences.
, media coverage of projects such as the Mars Rover,
the Titan moon lander, and the Hubble telescope’s photographs
of extrasolar planets demonstrates that unmanned missions
have the ability to attract and hold public interest.
6
, taking into account the lower cost, the greater quantity
of data and widespread popular support,
for
now, at least, unmanned space missions
TIPS yield the
most value in terms of public spending.

LANGUAGE BANK
Adjectives

Patterns with It + adjective

4

Adverbs

Verbs

and phrases

Firstly (= I have
several points to
make)
Furthermore…
(= I have anotherIn addition,… Moreover,…
important point)
However,… (to
( introduce a
counterargument)
Thus,… Therefore,…
(to introduce a
conclusion)

flipper
wetsuit

Games

dart

1

21

is by nature
and the planets
to
the study of space
constantly attempt
and politicians must
question
benefits. A major
expensive. Scientists
flight
potential research
of manned space
balance costs with
is whether the benefits
are worth the costs.

2

3
3

Space
in a lecture at the
don’t
As he noted in 2007
‘Human beings
Institute in Baltimore, radiate heat, they’re
Telescope Science
They
they
function in space.
robotic missions,
serve any useful
keep alive, and unlike
involving
very expensive to to come back, so that anything
have a natural desire
enormously expensive.’
than manned,
human beings is
are much less expensive
or life
Unmanned missions for airtight compartments, food
require
having no requirement are also lighter and therefore
1992
model essay)
They
, the
1 (used in the
support systems.
Structure
equipment.
build
less fuel and launch Endeavor cost $1.7 billion to
each launch.
manned Space Shuttle
$450 million for
1972 until
and required approximately Voyager mission from
, the entire unmanned cost only $865 million.
Neptune,
, unmanned
1989, when it observedrelative
their
volume of data.
4
s
yield a much greater
the orbit of Earth’
projects
yet to extend beyond
our entire
manned flights have
missions have explored planet in a nearby
moon, unmanned
Earth-like
have observed an
be able to2travel
Structure
solar system, and
missions would
data while at the
solar system. Manned
collect so much
long,
return.
so far, be away so
astronauts’ safe
the
the
same time guaranteeing only manned space flight possesses
providing
5
general population,
funding
and engage the
ability to inspire
for continued governmental
and the sciences.
much-needed momentum
interest in mathematics
the Mars Rover,
as
such
and educational
of projects
, media coverage
telescope’s photographs
lander, and the Hubble unmanned missions
the Titan moon
demonstrates that
of extrasolar planets to attract and hold public interest.
greater quantity
have the ability
the lower cost, the
for
, taking into account
6
popular support,
yield the
of data and widespread space missions
TIPS
now, at least, unmanned
of public spending.
most value in terms
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Adjectives

Patterns with

It + adjective

5

CONCLUSION
6

essay

4

cue
cue ball

cushion

Adverbs

Verbs

Linking words

and phrases

mask

Games
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potter’s
wheel

palette

5

Cards
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Writing a discussion

DEVELOPMENT

wetsuit

cue
cue ball

|

essay
Many essays that
course or in an you have to write, whether
during your school
examination,
will require you
on a particular
or college
issue. This will
to
topic, but some
often be based present a reasoned argument
on your research
questions may
your argument
ask you to give
into the
must be clearly
your opinion.
evidence and
In both cases
organized and
reasons. The language
supported
tends to be formal with information,
and impersonal.

30

Writing a discussion

Toys and games

Puzzles

cushion
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Cambridge Assessment
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COMMERCIAL LAW
Companies and other Business Structures in South Africa 5e
Editors: D Davis and W Geach
Authors: W Geach, D Davis, A Loubser, Z Buba, L Coetzee, D Burdette, D Butler and T Mongalo
Companies and other Business Structures in South Africa offers a clear and practical approach to the law relating
to companies, close corporations, trust entities, partnerships and financial markets. The fifth edition is
comprehensively revised to address the extensive common law jurisprudence that has developed since the
Companies Act 71 of 2008 was promulgated, and offers an expanded commentary to support meaningful
understanding and practical application of the legislative provisions and common law. In addition, the fifth
edition offers a new chapter that discusses corporations’ obligations in relation to human rights.

MAY 2021

Companies and other Business Structures in South Africa is suited as core course material for students of all
disciplines, who are studying company law at undergraduate or postgraduate level. The text offers a clear
pedagogical structure that supports effective learning and independent engagement with the subject
matter. To support teaching and learning, teaching presentation and assessment materials are available
to lecturers.

PAPERBACK

The book is also a useful resource for legal or accounting practitioners who may wish to engage with practical
and current principles of the field.

OUP SA

560 PAGES

New to this edition:
The text is comprehensively updated to reflect relevant cases and developments, and includes updated
and expanded assessment material.

9780190758783

“This book will be a useful reference for anyone concerned with South African company law – not only students
but also practitioners, legal and accounting.”
Michael Katz: Chairman Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs Inc.
Honorary Professor of Company Law, University of the Witwatersrand
Table of Contents
Part One Companies • Chapter 1: Introduction: The Companies Act 71 of 2008 • Chapter 2: Legal personality, types
of company, and company formation • Chapter 3: Groups of companies • Chapter 4: Corporate ﬁnance: Equity,
Debt instruments and distributions • Chapter 5: Shareholders and company meetings • Chapter 6: Directors and
board committees • Chapter 7: Company records and ﬁnancial statements • Chapter 8: Securities registration and
transfer • Chapter 9: Public oﬀerings of company securities • Chapter 10: Fundamental transactions and takeovers •
Chapter 11: Insider trading • Chapter 12: Business rescue proceedings and compromises • Chapter 13: Audit,
independent review, audit committees and the company secretary • Chapter 14: Remedies, enforcement agencies
and alternative dispute resolution • Chapter 15: The winding-up and deregistration of companies • Part 2 Close
Corporations • Chapter 16: Close corporations • Part 3 Partnerships • Chapter 17: Partnerships • Part 4 Business
Trusts • Chapter 18: Business trusts • Part 5 Financial markets • Chapter 19: Financial markets

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Dean & Dyer: Introduction to Intellectual Property Law
Editors: O Dean and A Dyer
Authors: T Beharie, D Biagio, H Blignaut, L Cilliers, D Cochrane, M du Bois, J Foster, T Grant, C Jooste, S Karjiker, M Khader, M Reimers,
T Shabangu, M van der Merwe and E van Wyk
Dean & Dyer: Introduction to Intellectual Property Law provides a thorough and accessible introduction to
intellectual property law in South Africa. The text, authored as a collaboration between Spoor & Fisher,
specialist intellectual property law attorneys, and the Anton Mostert Chair of Intellectual Property Law at
the University of Stellenbosch, brings together the value of practical expertise with an enquiring, analytical
and critical approach.
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The work offers a clear pedagogical structure that supports learning and develops independent, critical
and reflective engagement with the subject matter. It is suited as core material for courses that address
intellectual property law within the LLB degree programme, or at postgraduate level, and is augmented
by additional resources that offer teaching and learning support. This digest is also a useful resource for
legal practitioners and others encountering the practical application of intellectual property law.
Table of Contents
Chapter 1: Copyright • Chapter 2: Trade marks • Chapter 3: Unlawful competition • Chapter 4: Counterfeit goods •
Chapter 5: Patents • Chapter 6: Plant breeders’ rights • Chapter 7: Designs • Chapter 8: Traditional knowledge,
traditional cultural expressions and folklore • Chapter 9: Commercial considerations for transactions involving
intellectual property • Chapter 10: Intellectual property law in the digital environment (EIP Law) • Chapter 11:
Intellectual property rights and the constitution

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

OUP SA
NOV 2014
PAPERBACK
576 PAGES
9780199045792
9780199042623

Guide to Business Law in South Africa 6e
Author: S Kopel
The sixth edition of Guide to Business Law in South Africa offers a clear and practical introduction to the
basic principles of commercial law. It covers a broad spectrum of subject areas within commercial law, in
a concise, simple and straightforward manner. The text provides numerous examples and case illustrations,
and a rich and diverse collection of teaching and learning resources, in order to support readers in
understanding and applying legal principles, to assess their progress and to master their learning.
New to this edition:
• The text and features are updated to address recent legal developments, reflecting relevant issues
and questions
• Assessment material is further developed to provide a substantial bank of automatic self-assessment
resources.
• The text is directed to commercial law courses at universities of technology, universities and business
schools

OUP SA

Table of Contents
Part One: The South African legal system – What is law and how does it work? • Chapter 1: The concept of law •
Chapter 2: Sources of law and the origins of our legal system • Chapter 3: Court structure and jurisdiction • Chapter
4: Oﬃcers of the court and the law, and the development of law • Chapter 5: Litigation, arbitration and mediation •
Part Two: Basic principles of contract – What happens if you break your agreement? • Chapter 6: Formation of a
valid contract • Chapter 7: Lawfulness of contract • Chapter 8: Capacity to contract • Chapter 9: Serious intention
to contract • Chapter 10: Communication: oﬀer and acceptance of contract • Chapter 11: Certainty of terms of
contract • Chapter 12: Reality of consent • Chapter 13: Possibility of performance • Chapter 14: Common
contractual provisions and third parties to a contract • Chapter 15: Termination of contract and remedies • Part
Three: Specific business contracts – What contracts will my business need? • Chapter 16: Sale • Chapter 17:
Credit agreements: • Chapter 18: Lease and occupancy • Chapter 19: Insurance • Chapter 20: Securities and other
forms of mitigating risk • Chapter 21: Negotiable instruments and other forms of payment • Part Four: Agency and
employment – How do other people make my business liable for what they say or do? • Chapter 22: Agency •
Chapter 23: Employment • Chapter 24: Labour legislation • Part Five: Business organisation – What is the smart
way to structure my business? • Chapter 25: Sole proprietorship, partnership and joint ventures • Chapter 26:
Close corporations, trusts and cooperatives • Chapter 27: Corporations • Part Six: Business conduct – What is the
right way for me to run my business? • Chapter 28: Corporate governance and insider trading • Chapter 29:
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment • Chapter 30: Consumer protection • Chapter 31: Insolvency • Part
Seven Online chapters • Chapter 32: A brief history of South Africa • Chapter 33: The Constitution of South Africa,
1996 • Chapter 34: Franchising • Chapter 35: Business ethics • Chapter 36: Competition • Chapter 37: Delict •
Chapter 38: Intellectual property • Chapter 39: Cyber law • Chapter 40: Privacy

DEC 2017
PAPERBACK
576 PAGES
9780190723279
9780190448776

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za
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Labour Law in South Africa
Editors: D Collier and E Fergus
Authors: D Collier, E Fergus, S Godfrey, R Le Roux, S Singlee, T Cohen and M Du Plessis
Labour Law in South Africa (Revised Edition, 2019) provides a comprehensive, rigorous and accessible
introduction to the framework of labour law in South Africa. Directed toward students of labour law, the
text offers a thorough introduction to relevant principles, rules and procedures, and considers the critical
issues and broader context within which the legal framework is situated. The text is designed to stimulate
deeper intellectual engagement and enquiry, and to assist readers in analysing legal issues within a
contextualised and resolution-oriented paradigm. The Revised Edition, 2019, is thoroughly updated to
include all of the 2018 developments in labour legislation and regulatory instruments. The text is suitable
as course material for labour law courses within the LLB programme.
Table of Contents
OUP SA
JUL 2018
PAPERBACK
664 PAGES
9780199052479
9780199079285

Part One Labour law in Context • Chapter 1: Introduction to labour law • Chapter 2: Historical developments in
South Africa • Chapter 3: Relevant legislation and labour market institutions • Chapter 4: The global context and the
relevance of international law • Part Two The mechanics of labour law: Who is protected and how? • Chapter 5:
The meaning of employee and employer • Chapter 6: Dispute resolution processes • Part Three The individual
employment relationship • Chapter 7: The role of the common law • Chapter 8: Basic conditions of employment
act • Chapter 9: Unfair labour practices • Chapter 10: The meaning of (fair) dismissal • Chapter 11: Automatically
unfair dismissals • Chapter 12: Misconduct dismissals • Chapter 13: Dismissals related to employee capacity •
Chapter 14: Dismissals based on the employer’s operational requirements • Chapter 15: Transfer of a business as a
going concern • Chapter 16: Resolving dismissal and unfair labour practice disputes: Processes and remedies •
Part Four The collective employment relationship • Chapter 17: Collective labour law and freedom of association •
Chapter 18: Trade unions and employers’ representative • Chapter 19: Bargaining forums • Chapter 20: Collective
bargaining • Chapter 21: Workplace forums • Chapter 22: Industrial action: strikes, lockouts and protest action •
Chapter 23: Essential and maintenance services • Chapter 24: The liability of trade unions • Part Five Workplace
discrimination and equality law • Chapter 25: Equality law in context • Chapter 26: Prohibition of unfair
discrimination in the workplace • Chapter 27: Substantive equality and the promotion of diversity • Part Six The
social security system and the world of work • Chapter 28: Social security: Scope and limitations • Chapter 29:
Workplace health and safety with compensation for injuries and diseases • Chapter 30: Unemployment protection •
Part Seven The future of labour law • Chapter 31: What is the future for labour law?

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

NEW

The Law of Commerce in South Africa 3e
Content editors: S Cornelius and J Scott
Authors: D Baqwa, S Eiselen, T Field, M Kelly-Louw, N Smit, P Sutherland, T Woker, R Evans, E de Stadler, T Naude, D Bellengere,
P Munyai, C Maimela, M Job, M van Eck, E Fredericks, S du Toit, S Kopel, I Konyn, C Jooste, S Scott, C van der Bijl, M Wiese, T Woker.

OUP SA
DEC 2020
PAPERBACK
640 PAGES
9780190753481
9780190740313
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The Law of Commerce in South Africa 3e provides a rigorous, clear and applied introduction to various aspects
of commercial law for students of commercial disciplines. The third edition is thoroughly revised to reflect
recent legal developments in all aspects of commercial law and includes substantial new material.
Acknowledging the evolution of the commercial environment as it rapidly adapts to technological change
and innovation, the third edition addresses key areas of development such as cyber law and modern ICT
payment methods. A new chapter on the principles of competition law acknowledges the increasing
relevance of anti-competitive market regulation, and the text now oﬀers a succinct explanation of delictual
principles and obligations as relevant to commercial entities.
New to this edition:
• The third edition is thoroughly updated to reflect issues and legal developments within the recent
period.
• Reﬂecting the evolution of the commercial environment as it rapidly adapts to technological change
and innovation, the text oﬀers valuable discussion of modern ICT payment methods (including
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies) and cyber law.
• Acknowledging the increasing relevance of anti-competitive market regulation, the text now includes
a discussion of the principles of competition law.
• The third edition offers a useful explanation of the elements and remedies of the law of delict, as
relevant to commercial entities.
• To support educational outcomes, teaching and learning material is enriched and expanded.

L AW C ATALO GU E

Table of contents:
Introduction to the South African legal system • The law of delict • The law of contract • The law of sale • The law
of consumer credit agreements • The law of lease • The law of agency • The law of real and personal security •
The law of insurance • Labour law • Banking law • The Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 • The law of
intellectual property • The law of insolvency • Competition law • Cyber law

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Principles of Competition Law in South Africa
Editors: L Kelly and D Unterhalter
Authors: L Kelly, P Youens, I Goodman and P Smith

OUP SA

Principles of Competition Law in South Africa offers a rigorous, clear and applied explanation of competition
law in South Africa. The text is directed primarily at students, providing an appropriate introduction to
the field. A strong conceptual framework, balanced with a practical approach, and an expanded scope of
enquiry (including perspectives relating to competition economic policy) engages readers in a challenging
and comprehensive, yet accessible manner. Additional educational resources support teaching and learning,
further assisting students to develop the academic skills required to master their studies.

DEC 2016
PAPERBACK

Table of Contents:

400 PAGES

Chapter 1: Building blocks • Chapter 2: Jurisdiction • Chapter 3: Competition law framework • Chapter 4: Restrictive
Horizontal Practices • Chapter 5: Restrictive Vertical Practices • Chapter 6: Abuse of dominance • Chapter 7: Mergers •
Chapter 8: Enforcement • Chapter 9: Competition Law and the constitution

9780199076536
9780199076031

NEW

Taxation: A Transaction-based approach
Authors: W Geach, Z Buba and O Mollagee
Taxation: A Transaction-based approach presents a new and unique integrated approach to the law of taxation
in South Africa. Thorough in depth and scope, the text oﬀers a clear and concise discussion of the concepts,
principles, application and ethics of the discipline. Presenting a coherent, systematic framework that
encourages applied competence, this book supports readers to master the subject matter and to confidently
develop integrated knowledge.
Designed to support advanced problem-solving competence, this text oﬀers a transaction-based approach.
The text presents a clear conceptual framework that guides readers to establish the facts surrounding any
domestic or cross-border transaction, and, with an enquiring approach, focusses on discovering all of the
tax issues that might arise when any single transaction, or series of transactions, occurs.
Taxation: A Transaction-based approach is suited as a core course material for students of all disciplines,
who are studying taxation at undergraduate or postgraduate level. In equal measure, this work is a valuable
reference for legal, financial and accounting professionals whose discipline is applied to taxation.

OUP SA
MAY 2021
PAPERBACK
320 PAGES

Table of contents:
Chapter 1: The importance of establishing the facts when a transaction occurs • Chapter 2: Immovable property
transactions • Chapter 3: The acquisition and disposal of trading stock • Chapter 4: The buying and selling of a
business • Chapter 5: The tax consequences of business rescue • Chapter 6: Trust transactions • Chapter 7:
Transactions and the liquidation of a company • Chapter 8: Transactions and deemed transactions arising as a result
of a natural person’s emigration and immigration • Chapter 9: Sharia compliant ﬁnancing arrangements and
transactions • Chapter 10: Transactions involving employed and self-employed taxpayers • Chapter 11: Cross-border
transactions • Chapter 12: Transactions, tax law, ethics and tax compliance

9780199042470
9780190411985
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Criminal Law in South Africa 3e
Editor: G Kemp
Authors: G Kemp, S Walker, R Palmer, D Baqwa, C Gevers, B Leslie and A Steynberg
Criminal Law in South Africa provides a comprehensive introduction to the framework of South African
criminal law, and addresses relevant principles of international and trans-national criminal law. Primarily
theoretical in approach, the text offers succinct, clear discussion of common law principles and legislative
provisions, with numerous case illustrations.

OUP SA
0CT 2018

Pedagogical features highlight discussion points as additional guidance where moot or contentious criminal
law issues are analysed. The text emphasizes the application of legal theory in order to solve legal problems,
and this skill is supported by an annexure which demonstrates a methodology for solving problems in
criminal law. The text’s overall objective is to state criminal law principles and concepts in a clear, accessible
and applied manner, without sacrificing academic rigour, and to stimulate debate and independent
reasoning.
The text is a valuable resource for law students, as well as for legal practitioners.

PAPERBACK
784 PAGES

“Although this book is of immense value for the student, it is equally useful to a practitioner who needs a quick
reference to a particular provision or who needs some guidance on a moot point of criminal law. Not to
repeat myself, sufficient to say that this book succinctly explains criminal law principles with excellent case
illustrations, to balance out otherwise rigorous theory. Any book that deals with principles of substantive law
has to captivate the imagination of the reader and draw his attention to the value of this subject. It is
guaranteed that this book will achieve this objective and will also be a useful guide to practitioners. I was
extremely impressed by the book’s introduction to several new offences, such as the criminal provisions of
the Companies Act 71 of 2008, as well as crimes such as terrorism, torture and human trafficking which are
all treaty-based and world-wide phenomena.”

9780190723620
9780190721664

Dr Llewelyn Gray Curlewis,
Attorney at Pieterse & Curlewis Inc in Pretoria

NEW

New to this edition:
The third edition provides a comprehensive review of recent legal developments, and addresses the rapid
development of cybercrime. In addition, the text introduces multicultural perspectives of criminal law
principles, institutions and issues.
Table of Contents
Part 1 General Introduction • Part 2 General Principles of Criminal Law • Section 1: Unlawful conduct • Section 2:
Criminal capacity • Section 3: Fault • Section 4: Degrees of participation in crime • Section 5: Incomplete crimes •
Part 3 Specific Crimes • Section 1: Crimes against human life, the person and the family • Section 2: Property crimes
• Section 3: Crimes against the community • Section 4: Crimes against the State and administration of justice •
Section 5: Organized and commercial crime • Part 4 International criminal law

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

OUP SA
JAN 2020
PAPERBACK
704 PAGES
9780190740245
9780190731793
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Criminal Procedure in South Africa
Editor: C Theophilopoulos
Authors: C Theophilopoulos, J Omar, B Tshehla, C Marumoagae, Z Hlophe, S Singh, K Naidoo, A van der Merwe and A Steynberg
Criminal Procedure in South Africa offers a concise, accessible and applied introduction to the theory and
practice of criminal procedure. The work serves as a systematic guide to the various stages of the procedural
system, and is designed to enable mastery of the rules, basic legal tests and practical steps that are required
to implement various criminal procedures.
The text offers a clear pedagogical framework that supports comprehension and develops independent,
critical and applied engagement with the subject matter. Clear, structured explanation is supported by

L AW C ATALO GU E

step-by-step, practical guidelines, relevant case law discussions, critical commentary and concise analysis
of critical legal tests. Numerous diagrams support readers’ comprehension, and a rich source of precedents
and other practical use documents oﬀer valuable tools to guide readers in their applied practice. Lecturers
who prescribe this work as course material are supported with ready-to-use teaching materials, which
include presentation slides and assessment material.
In equal measure, the text oﬀers an invaluable resource to university students, legal practitioners,
prosecutors, judicial oﬃcers, paralegals and police oﬃcers.
Table of Contents
Part One General introduction • Chapter 1: Concepts and components of the criminal justice system • Chapter
2: History of South African criminal procedure • Part Two Courts and participants in the criminal justice system •
Chapter 3: Participants in the criminal justice system • Chapter 4: The police investigation • Chapter 5: Overview of
pre-trial, trial and post-trial procedures • Chapter 6: Structure of the criminal courts • Chapter 7: The jurisdiction of
the criminal courts • Part Three Pre-trial procedures • Chapter 8: Constitutional rights in criminal proceedings •
Chapter 9: The ascertainment of bodily features of persons • Chapter 10: Search and seizure • Chapter 11:
Summons, written notice, warnings, indictments and arrest • Chapter 12: The prosecuting authority’s discretion
and decision to prosecute • Chapter 13: Charge sheets, indictments and requests for further particulars • Chapter
14: Release on bail • Chapter 15: Determining bail conditions • Chapter 16 Pre-trial discovery and preparation for
trial • Chapter 17 The witness in criminal proceedings • Chapter 18 Postponements and adjournments • Part
Four Criminal trial procedures • Chapter 19: Arraignment and plea • Chapter 20: Structure of a criminal trial •
Chapter 21: Conduct of a criminal trial • Chapter 22: Sentencing procedures • Part five Post-trial procedures •
Chapter 23: Review of lower court proceedings • Chapter 24: General principles of appeals • Chapter 25: Appeal
procedures • Part six Special criminal procedures • Chapter 26: Inquest proceedings • Chapter 27: Identity
parades • Chapter 28: Mental illness procedures • Chapter 29: Habitual and dangerous criminals • Chapter 30:
Prosecution of corporations and associations • Chapter 31: Plea and sentence agreements • Chapter 32: Disposal
of seized articles • Chapter 33: Victims’ rights • Chapter 34: Parole procedures • Chapter 35: The presidential
power of pardon and the expungement of a criminal record • Part seven The Child Justice Act 75 of 2008 •
Chapter 36: The child justice system • Chapter 37: Diversion options for a child oﬀender • Part eight:
Transnational and international crime • Chapter 38: Transnational extradition • Chapter 39: International criminal
co-operation • Chapter 40: International criminal court proceedings

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Student resources
• Short questions with automated marking

NEW

INTERNATIONAL LAW
International Law in South Africa 2e
Editors: H Strydom
Authors: H Strydom, C Gevers, L Juma, G Kemp, E Schlemmer, W Scholtz, F Viljoen and P Vrancken
International Law in South Africa 2e, offers a rigorous yet accessible introduction to public international
law for undergraduate and post-graduate students. Presenting a clearly structured conceptual framework,
the text is designed to support understanding by providing a concise, coherent perspective of international
law principles and their application at the international, regional and domestic levels.
In addition to the standard, core material that is addressed in international law curriculae, the second
edition engages with topical issues that have assumed special significance for international relations in
the 21st century, clarifying legal developments and considering the roles that African states might play
in supporting a rule-based response to these issues. These key issues include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Third World perspectives on international law
International criminal law
The responsibility to protect individuals against mass atrocities
The use of force against non-state actors
International trade and investment law
Legal restraints on the imposition of unilateral sanctions
Legal protection of the environment

OUP SA
JAN 2020
PAPERBACK
704 PAGES
9780190741181

New to this edition:
• Updated throughout to reflect the significant developments that have occurred within international
law jurisprudence

9780190748692
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• New chapters relating to international criminal law and international humanitarian law which reﬂect
the numerous, significant developments that have occurred within this sphere of the law during the
recent period
• A new chapter that addresses international trade
• A thorough discussion of the legal protection of the environment, including the Paris Agreement and
subsequent developments on climate change
• The text’s discussion of state jurisdiction addresses the Al Bashir cases and subsequent developments
relating to diplomatic immunity
• A more substantial discussion of the domestic application of international law, with a focus on the
practices of SADC countries
• The second edition offers an enriched and expanded teaching and learning resources package which
includes a guide to addressing problem-based questions in international law

“I am very grateful that the authors have undertaken this task, which most certainly could not have been
easy. South Africa can benefit from another textbook on international law, and this book will be very valuable
to the academic community.”
Prof Dr E de Wet, Co-Director: Institute for International and Comparative Law in Africa,
University of Pretoria: Faculty of Law
Table of Contents
Part 1 The modern state system: Origins and development • Chapter 1: Deﬁning epochs • Chapter 2: Statehood
and recognition • Chapter 3: International law making as an attribute of state sovereignty • Part 2 Foundational
principles and enforcement of law • Chapter 4: The Fundamental Principles of the international legal order •
Chapter 5: Maintaining international peace and security: The enforcement of international law • Chapter 6:
Sovereignty over natural resources and the responsibility to prevent harm • Chapter 7: Responsibility of states and
international organisations for internationally wrongful acts • Chapter 8: Good faith in the performance of
international obligations • Part 3 Jurisdiction and control over territory and persons • Chapter 6: Jurisdiction of
states • Chapter 7: Treatment of aliens • Chapter 8: Extradition and deportation • Chapter 9: Refugees • Chapter
10: Diplomatic privileges and immunities • Part four The international law of human security • Chapter 11:
International protection of human rights • Chapter 12: International humanitarian law • Chapter 13: International
criminal law • Chapter 14: International Trade Law • Chapter 15: Legal protection of the environment

NEW

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Problem-based assessment material
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Student resources
• A guide to answering questions of international law
• Summaries of key judgments in international law

JURISPRUDENCE
Introduction to Law and Legal Skills in South Africa 2e
OUP SA
OCT 2020
PAPERBACK
512 PAGES
9780190748111
9780190748180
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Editors: T Field and T Madlingozi
Authors: J Barnard-Naude, A Bellengere, C Bronkhorst, I de Villiers, T Field, W Freedman, A du Plessis, W du Plessis, M Karelse,
J Klaaren, L Kotze, T Madlingozi, J Moore, T Padayachy, N Raboshakga, S Sibanda and N Swanepoel
Introduction to Law and Legal Skills in South Africa 2e offers an inspiring, progressive and immersive introduction
to the study of South African law, for students who are beginning a programme of legal studies. The text
oﬀers an introduction to South African legal history and the structure of the South African legal system,
and an orientation to key areas of substantive law. Thoroughly revised and updated, this second edition
offers an inclusive, decolonised approach and pedagogy, engaging readers to learn about law with a
purposeful and critical perspective that foregrounds social justice and diversity.
Introduction to Law and Legal Skills in South Africa is designed to effectively advance the development of
knowledge and skills through applied learning and immersion within context. The text provides a solid
and innovative foundation for the development of crucial, empowering skills, including reading of legal
material, legal writing, legal research, legal problem solving, analysis, reasoning, and critical thinking.
To ensure clarity and accessibility to a diverse readership, the second edition is developed with the input
of student readers and specialised language practitioners. The text serves to empower aspirant readers,
and provides a valuable teaching resource for lecturers.

L AW C ATALO GU E

New to this edition:
• The second edition is thoroughly updated, to reflect issues and legal developments within the recent period,
and includes diverse contributions that enrich scholarship.
• The second edition purposefully engages with legal decolonization, social justice, constitutionalism and the
transformation of legal and social environments. A focus on legal pluralism is reflected throughout the text.
• The second edition is developed to ensure clarity and accessibility to a diverse readership, and to more
effectively support readers’ engagement with, and understanding of, the content. The accessibility of both
language and conceptual explanation is developed with expert and student input.
• The text’s pedagogical focus on skills development is strengthened, expanded and updated.
• The second edition acknowledges emergent technological developments within the legal environment,
discussing how these developments affect the development of substantive principles, methodologies of
legal research, the delivery of legal services, and the structure of legal firms.
• To support educational outcomes, the additional teaching and learning material, that supplements the work,
is enriched and expanded.
Table of Contents:
Chapter 1: Introduction: Becoming a Lawyer • Chapter 2: The Post-Apartheid Legal Order • Chapter 3:
Western Roots of South African Law • Chapter 4: African Law and its Status in South African Law •
Chapter 5: Human Rights and the SA Bill of Rights • Chapter 6: Sources of Law and Legal Authority • Chapter
7: Classiﬁcation of South African Law • Chapter 8: The Legislative Process and the Interpretation of Statutes
• Chapter 9: Adjudication, Court Structure and Dispute Resolution • Chapter 10: Procedural Law and Litigation
• Chapter 11: Legal Practitioners and Legal Oﬃcials in the South African Legal System • Chapter 12: Accessing
Legal Information • Chapter 13: Legal Writing • Chapter 14: Working with Legal Problems
Lecturer resources
• Lecturers' Guide
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Jurisprudence in an African Context
Authors: D Bilchitz, T Metz and O Oyowe
Jurisprudence in an African Context explores the unique contribution of African jurisprudence, and that of
Western jurisprudence, to engage with the context and issues of contemporary Southern African societies.
The text’s unique pedagogy invites the reader to explore African perspectives of law through excerpts of
primary texts, and supports understanding, engagement and debate through accessible and stimulating
commentary. Organised thematically, the text engages with many urgent and important issues related to
law and justice which concern African societies: these topics include land reform, the distribution of wealth
and opportunity, who counts as a member of a political community, the rights of gay people, the interests
of traditional societies, and approaches to dealing with crime. The text provides a rich perspective of the
proper role of law and justice in contemporary society, through the lens of African history, context and values.

“This text promises to satisfy a need for a new jurisprudence textbook that takes account of African jurisprudence
and relates jurisprudence developed elsewhere to the South African context. The topics dealt with are likely
to hold interest for South African students. A great strength of the book is that it includes concise excerpts
from the work of eminent legal philosophers. Any difficulty students may experience in reading these primary
texts is likely to be more than compensated for by the inclusion of accessible commentary.”
Assoc Prof Patrick Lenta, University of Technology Sydney

OUP SA
SEP 2017
PAPERBACK
320 PAGES

Table of Contents
Chapter 1: Jurisprudence in an African context: An introduction • Part One Theories of law • Chapter 2: What is law?
I: Positivism and traditional African societies • Chapter 3: What is law? II: Natural law theory and apartheid •
Chapter 4: How should judges adjudicate in an African constitutional democracy? • Chapter 5: Is legal interpretation
subjective? • Part Two Theories of justice • Chapter 6: What is a just distribution of resources? • Chapter 7: Who has
duties ﬂowing from justice? • Chapter 8: Whom do rights protect? • Chapter 9: How do we rectify past injustices? •
Chapter 10: Why punish the guilty? • Chapter 11: Concluding remarks about key philosophical distinction

9780199048496
9780199051557

s

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za
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PRIVATE LAW
African Customary Law in South Africa: Post Apartheid and Living
Law Perspectives
Editors: T Nhlapo and C Himonga
Authors: T Nhlapo, C Himonga, IP Maithufi, S Mnisi Weeks, L Mofokeng and D Ndima
African Customary Law in South Africa provides a clear, comprehensive and engaging introduction to indigenous
law in South Africa, highlighting the importance and practical relevance of customary law beyond an oﬃcial
statement of practices. The text provides a structure for understanding the overarching system of customary
law, demonstrating its diﬀerence to other areas of South African law, whilst exploring the precepts and
values of living customary law in order to actively engage with legal and community issues.
OUP SA
AUG 2014
PAPERBACK
320 PAGES
9780199057184
9780199054435

NEW

Demonstrating how customary law precepts and values can be harmonised with the common law and
Western constitutional jurisprudence, the text oﬀers an authentic and culturally-sensitive framework within
which contentious issues might be resolved. The text is pedagogically designed to support learning and
the development of academic skills, empowering students to apply independent reasoning and analysis
to the material.
This text is suited as core course material for readers who are studying African Customary Law, Indigenous
Law, or Legal Diversity as a module of the LLB degree. It also serves as a useful ﬁrst reference for scholars
who are interested in this field of law, legal practitioners, magistrates and judges.
Included in this edition:
• The text oﬀers a unique approach to the study of African customary law, seeking to present the
material within an enquiring, authentic and constructive framework. Within the structure of the
overarching system of customary law, the text engages with the precepts and values of living
customary law in order to illuminate the true value, relevance and flexibility of indigenous law, and to
provide a useful framework for addressing community and legal issues
• The text engages with problematic issues in cases and legislation, applying both oﬃcial and living
customary law approaches to address these
• Material is presented within the framework of a pedagogical structure which supports understanding
and the development of academic skills such as critical thinking, reflection, application and analysis.
Table of Contents
Part One Theoretical and structural overview of African customs • Chapter 1: Historical overview of customary law •
Chapter 2: The nature and conceptualisation of customary law • Chapter 3: Legal pluralism • Chapter 4: Ascertainment
and proof of customary law • Chapter 5: Internal conﬂict of laws • Part Two Personal law and personal rights in
African customary law • Chapter 6: Marriage • Chapter 7: The consequences of marriage • Chapter 8: The dissolution
of marriage • Chapter 9: The customary law of succession • Chapter 10: Contractual obligations in customary law •
Chapter 11: Customary law of delict • Chapter 12: Criminal law • Part Three Political and civic aspects of African
customary law • Chapter 13: Traditional leadership institutions • Chapter 14: Traditional courts

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

OUP SA

Family Law in South Africa 2e

OCT 2020

Editors: B van Heerden, A Skelton, Z du Toit
Authors: A Skelton, M Carnelley, JA Robinson, T Boezaart, S Human, B Smith, K Ozah, Z Hansungule, C Feldhaus, S Baird and J Anderssen

PAPERBACK

Family Law in South Africa, second edition, offers a clear and accessible introduction to the principles of
family law in South Africa. The second edition is thoroughly updated and revised to reﬂect developments
within the recent period, and includes a new chapter relating to surrogacy, IVF, and other forms of nonnatural reproduction. This revised edition introduces a more integral and expanded synthesis of common
law and African customary law, throughout, and includes a new chapter that discusses customary law
rights, responsibilities and ritual pertaining to children. Where relevant, aspects of legal ethics, social
justice, problem solving, and comparative law are foregrounded, at the appropriate level, and critical,
reﬂective and skills-based development is supported by the text’s unique pedagogical design.

480 PAGES
9780190753948
9780190738860
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New to this edition:
• The second edition is thoroughly updated, to reflect issues and legal developments within the recent
period, and includes diverse contributions that enrich scholarship.
• The second edition reflects a more integral and expanded synthesis of common law and African
customary law, throughout.
• The text offers a new chapter that discusses customary law rights, responsibilities and ritual
pertaining to children.
• The text includes a new chapter relating to surrogacy, IVF, and other forms of non-natural reproduction.
• Where relevant, legal ethics, social justice, problem solving, and comparative aspects of law are
foregrounded, at the appropriate level.
• The text’s unique pedagogical design strengthens the development of readers’ skills in critical and
reflective engagement with the subject matter.
• To support educational outcomes, teaching and learning material is enriched and expanded.
Table of Contents
Part A: Introduction • Chapter 1: Introduction • Part B: Types of unions • Section 1:Civil Marriages • Chapter 2:
Engagement • Chapter 3: Marriage • Chapter 4: The personal consequences of marriage • Chapter 5: Patrimonial
consequences of marriage: general introduction • Chapter 6: Marriage in community of property • Chapter 7:
Marriages out of community of property • Chapter 8: The dissolution of marriage • Chapter 9: Personal
consequences of divorce, spousal maintenance and children • Chapter 10: Patrimonial consequences of divorce •
Section 2: Other Unions • Chapter 11: Civil Unions • Chapter 12: Customary marriages • Chapter 13: Religious
marriages • Chapter 14: The legal position life partners in South Africa • Part C: Children • Chapter 15: Parental
responsibilities and rights • Chapter 16: International child abduction • Chapter 17: Adoption • Chapter 18:
Inter-country adoption • Chapter 19: Surrogate motherhood • Chapter 20: Foster care • Chapter 21: Customary law
rights, responsibilities and rituals relating to children • Part D: Family Law in Practice • Chapter 22 Family law in
practice: courts, mediation, maintenance, and domestic violence

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

The Law of Contract in South Africa 3e
Content editors: D Hutchison and C Pretorius
Authors: D Hutchison, C Pretorius, T Naude, J du Plessis, S Eiselen, T Floyd, L Hawthorn, B Kuschke, C Maxwell and E de Stadler
The Law of Contract in South Africa 3e provides a comprehensive, rigorous and accessible introduction to the
principles of contract law. The text’s concise explanation assists readers to clearly understand the principles
and nuances of the subject matter, while supporting the development of critical and reflective thought.
New to this edition:
• The text is updated to reflect legal developments that have occurred during the recent period.
These developments include the following:
– the emerging debate relating to constitutionalism and legal certainty
– the approach to the interpretation of contracts, as set out in Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v
Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4) SA 593 (SCA) and Bothma-Batho Transport (Edms) Bpk v S Bothma &
Seun Transport (Edms) Bpk 2014 (2) SA 494 (SCA)
– the impact of the Supreme Court of Appeal judgment in Spenmac v Tatrim 2015 3 SA 46, as it relates
to principles of mistake and the absence of consensus in contract law
– various case law developments relating to non-variation clauses
– the novel approach adopted in Born Free Investments 364 (Pty) Ltd v Firstrand Bank Ltd [2014] 2 All SA
127 (SCA), in relation to agreements in restraint of cession
– the suggestion by the Constitutional Court in Everfresh Market Virginia (Pty) Ltd v Shoprite Checkers
(Pty) Ltd 2012 (1) SA 256 (CC) of a new approach to agreements to negotiate.
• The content of the teaching/learning resources is enriched and expanded.

OUP SA
NOV 2017
PAPERBACK

The text is directed at courses in contract law oﬀered in the LLB programme. It is also useful for practitioners
who wish to clarify new or foundational principles.

560 PAGES

Table of Contents

9780190419820

Part One Nature and basis of contract • Chapter 1: The nature and basis of contract • Part Two Formation of
contract • Chapter 2: Oﬀer and acceptance • Chapter 3: Mistake/absence of consensus • Chapter 4: Improperly
obtained consensus • Part Three Requirements of a valid contract • Chapter 5: Contractual capacity • Chapter 6:
Formalities • Chapter 7: Legality • Chapter 8: Possibility and certainty • Part Four Contents and operation of a
contract • Chapter 9: Parties to contracts • Chapter 10: Obligations and terms • Chapter 11: Interpretation of
contracts • Part Five Breach of contract • Chapter 12: Forms of breach • Chapter 13: Remedies for breach •

9780190417529
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Part Six: Transfer and termination of rights and obligations • Chapter 14: Cession • Chapter 15: Termination of
obligations • Part Seven Drafting • Chapter 16: Drafting of contracts • Part Eight The Consumer Protection
Act • Chapter 17: The Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

The Law of Delict in South Africa 3e
Content editors: M Loubser and R Midgley
Authors: M Loubser, R Midgley, P Jabavu, J Linscott, A Mukheibir, L Niesing, D Perumal, P Singh and B Wessels
The Law of Delict in South Africa 3e provides a comprehensive, rigorous and accessible introduction to the
principles of the law of delict. The text supports mastery of the subject matter through its clear explanations,
by distinguishing plainly between the Aquilian action, Germanic action and Actio iniuriarum, and by
supporting the development of applied, critical and reflective thought.
The text serves as core material for courses of the law of delict, and offers a useful reference for practitioners
who may wish to clarify new or foundational principles.

OUP SA
DEC 2017
PAPERBACK
648 PAGES
9780190411480

New to this edition:
• The text is updated to reflect recent legal developments
• The third edition provides a deeper critical discussion of the relationship between the law of delict
and the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
• In light of recent developments in international case law, the third edition now offers a substantial
critical re-evaluation and analysis of the principles of factual and legal causation
• The implications of the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act of 2002 and the Protection
of Personal Information Act of 2013 are addressed throughout the text. In particular, this legislation is
considered in relation to principles relating to privacy, defamation, economic harm, vicarious liability
and breach of a statutory duty
• The third edition addresses statutory compensation systems, such as the Compensation for
Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act 130 of 1993 (‘COIDA’), the Road Accident Fund Act 56 of 1996
(‘RAF Act’) as amended by the Road Accident Amendment Act 15 of 2005 (‘RAFA Act’), the proposed
Road Accident Beneﬁt Scheme (‘RABS’) and the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (‘CPA’)
• The supporting teaching and learning resources are updated and expanded to provide a richer base
of assessment resources.
The text is suited for undergraduate courses in the law of delict, in the LLB programme.

9780190411657

Table of Contents

Part One Introductory overview • Chapter 1: Introduction • Chapter 2: Delict and the constitution • Chapter 3:
Delict in a multi-cultural society • Part Two General principles: Primarily fact-based issues • Chapter 4: Harm •
Chapter 5: Conduct • Chapter 6: Factual causation • Part Three General principles: Primarily normative issues •
Chapter 7: Legal causation • Chapter 8: Fault • Chapter 9: Wrongfulness • Chapter 10: Grounds of justiﬁcation •
Part Four Exclusions • Chapter 11: Liability in contract excluding action in delict • Chapter 12: Exemption clauses •
Chapter 13: Prescription • Part Five Special forms of liability involving patrimonial harm, and pain and suffering •
Chapter 14: Omissions • Chapter 15: Negligent misstatements • Chapter 16: Pure economic harm • Chapter 17:
Interference with contractual relations • Chapter 18: Unlawful competition • Chapter 19: Product liability • Chapter 20:
Breach of a statutory duty • Chapter 21: Public authorities • Chapter 22: Professional liability • Chapter 23: Injury or
death of another person • Part Six Special forms of liability: Psychological or emotional harm • Chapter 24: Pain
and suﬀering • Chapter 25: Emotional shock • Part Seven Special forms of liability: Personality interests •
Chapter 26: Infringements of bodily integrity • Chapter 27: Infringements of dignity • Chapter 28: Infringements of
privacy • Chapter 29: Infringements of identity • Chapter 30: Infringments of reputation • Chapter 31: Grounds of
justiﬁcation associated with infringements of Personality interests • Part Eight Strict and vicarious liability •
Chapter 32: Strict liability • Chapter 33: Vicarious liability • Part Nine Remedies and apportionment • Chapter 34:
Remedies • Chapter 35: Reduction and apportionment of damages • Part Ten Statutory forms of compensation •
Chapter 36: Legal and public policy considerations that have justiﬁed the statutory development of the Law of Delict •
Chapter 37: The compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act of 1993 • Chapter 38: Road Accident Fund
Act 56 of 1996 • Chapter 39: Strict liability for harm caused by goods: Section 61 of the Consumer Protection Act

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
• Guide to answering problem questions in the law of delict
learningzone.oxford.co.za
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The Law of Persons in South Africa 2e
Editors: H Kruger and A Skelton
Authors: H Kruger, A Skelton, M Carnelley, S Human, H Kruuse, L Mofokeng, JA Robinson and L Tshingana
The Law of Persons in South Africa 2e offers a clear and accessible introduction to the principles of the law of
persons. The text is thoroughly updated to reflect common law developments within the field. The second
edition introduces a focus on transformative constitutionalism, as it relates to status, together with a more
integral and expanded synthesis of common law and African customary law. Where relevant, aspects of
legal ethics, social justice, problem solving and comparative law are foregrounded, at the appropriate level,
and critical, reﬂective and skills-based development is supported by the text’s unique pedagogical design.
The text is directed at undergraduate modules in the law of persons, within the LLB degree programme.
New to this edition:
• The text and features are updated, to reflect legal developments that have occurred within the
recent period
• The second edition includes a new chapter addressing transformative constitutionalism, as it
relates to status
• The second edition reflects a more integral and expanded synthesis of common law and African
customary law, throughout
• Material relating to surrogacy and curatorship now reflects additional substantive matter, to support
comprehension of the material
• Where relevant, legal ethics, social justice, problem solving and comparative aspects of law are
foregrounded, at the appropriate level
• The text’s unique pedagogical design strengthens the development of readers’ skills in critical and
reflective engagement with the subject matter
• To support educational outcomes, teaching and learning material is enriched and expanded.
Table of Contents
Part A General introduction • Chapter 1: An introduction to the law of persons • Part B Legal subjectivity •
Chapter 2: Deﬁnition of concepts • Chapter 3: The beginning of legal subjectivity • Chapter 4: The end of legal
subjectivity • Part C Status and the factors that influence it • Chapter 5: Status: An introduction • Chapter 6:
Domicile and citizenship • Chapter 7: Birth and adoption • Chapter 8: Minority • Chapter 9: Prodigality, curatorship
and insolvency • Chapter 10: Mental illness, physical disability, and the inﬂuence of alcohol and drugs on capacity •
Chapter 11: Race, custom and religion

OUP SA
NOV 2018
PAPERBACK
320 PAGES
9780190750633
9780190752224

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

The Law of Succession in South Africa 3e
Editors: J Jamneck and C Rautenbach
Authors: J Jamneck, C Rautenbach, M Paleker, A van der Linde and M Wood-Bodley
The Law of Succession in South Africa 3e provides a comprehensive, engaging and accessible introduction
to common law and customary law principles of the law of succession. The text’s clear, rigorous and
thorough explanation assists readers to progress in their understanding and to master the subject matter,
while supporting the development of applied, critical and reflective thought. The text is appropriate as
material for courses in the law of succession, and as a reference for practitioners who may wish to clarify
new or foundational principles.
The text is suited for undergraduate courses in the law of succession, in the LLB programme.
New to this edition:
• The text is updated to reflect legal developments within the recent period
• Additional case discussions are included
• Discussion features (critical and reﬂective analysis) are refreshed and updated. The occurrence of this
feature is slightly expanded
• The ancillary materials are updated and expanded to provide a greater variety of questions.

OUP SA
JUN 2017
PAPERBACK
384 PAGES
9780190428167

Table of Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction • Chapter 2: Intestate succession • Chapter 3: Testate succession • Chapter 4: Testamentary
capacity • Chapter 5: Formalities for a will • Chapter 6: Revocation and revival of wills • Chapter 7: Capacity to inherit •
Chapter 8: Freedom of testation • Chapter 9: Content of wills: absolute bequests, conditions, the modus and estate
massing • Chapter 10: Content of wills: substitution, usufruct and accrual • Chapter 11: Content of wills: trusts •

9780190432638
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Chapter 12: Collation • Chapter 13: Interpretation of wills • Chapter 14: Succession by contract (Pactum Successorium) •
Chapter 15: Customary law and the reform of customary law of succession act • Chapter 16: Administration of estates

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Available in Afrikaans only

Erfreg in Suid-Afrika 3u
OUP SA

Editors: J Jamneck and C Rautenbach
Authors: J Jamneck, C Rautenbach, M Paleker, A van der Linde and M Wood-Bodley

JAN 2018
PAPERBACK
336 PAGES
Available in
eBook only
9780190436285

The Principles of the Law of Property in South Africa 2e

NEW

Editors: A Pope and E du Plessis
Authors: A Pope, E du Plessis, W Freedman, J Pienaar, J van Wyk, H Mostert and P Badenhorst, P Dhliwayo, P Dube, S Govindsamy,
L Kiewitz, N Seme, N Sono, L van Schalkwyk, G Viljoen
The Principles of the Law of Property in South Africa 2e offers a thorough, yet accessible introduction to the
principles of South African property law. The text is positioned at an intermediate level, presenting a
challenging level of rigour, whilst ensuring that the material is manageable and that readers are supported.
The second edition offers a thoroughly updated exposition of common law developments and introduces
new, critical perspectives relating to constitutionalism, redistributive justice and decolonisation. The text’s
pedagogical design develops applied skills, such as analysis and critical/reflective thought, and addresses
aspects of legal ethics, social justice, and international and comparative aspects of law where appropriate.
The Principles of the Law of Property in South Africa 2e is suited as core course material for property law.

OUP SA
DEC 2019
PAPERBACK
448 PAGES

New to this edition:
• The text is thoroughly updated to reflect common law developments within the field.
• The second edition introduces a discussion of address critical issues, relating to constitutionalism,
redistributive justice, and decolonization.
Table of Contents
Part 1 General introduction to property law • Chapter 1: Perspective on property law • Chapter 2: Property and
things: Deﬁnitions and classiﬁcation • Chapter 3: Rights • Chapter 4: Possession • Part 2 Ownership • Chapter 5:
Content and forms of ownership • Chapter 6: Limitations on ownership • Chapter 7: Acquisition of ownership •
Chapter 8: Protection of ownership • Part 3 Specific forms of rights in property • Chapter 9: Servitudes and
restrictive conditions • Chapter 10: Minerals • Chapter 11: Water • Chapter 12: Real security • Part 4 Overview of
the principles of property law in its new context • Chapter 13: Prospects of property law

9780190733001
9780190752484
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Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

PROCEDURAL LAW
Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide 3e
Authors: S Peté, D Hulme, M Du Plessis, R Palmer, O Sibanda and T Palmer
The third edition of Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide provides a clear and concise introduction to the theory
and practice of civil procedure. The text addresses the procedures of the District and Regional Magistrates’
Courts, High Courts, Supreme Court of Appeal, Constitutional Court and Small Claims Court. In addition
to theoretical content, it offers useful guidelines, and numerous diagrams and precedents, to support
readers’ practical mastery of the subject matter.
New to this edition:
The third edition incorporates numerous, recent legal developments, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developments relating to the structure and naming of the courts
The amended test for appealability of interim orders
The amended test for execution of orders pending appeals (or applications for leave to appeal)
Amendments to the Prescribed Rate of Interest Act 55 of 1975
The introduction of new rules of service in the High Court, and developments in respect of
substituted service
Developments in case law regarding locus standi under section 38(a) of the Constitution
(constitutional own-interest standing) and in respect of class actions
Developments relating to jurisdiction in the High Court, Supreme Court of Appeal and Constitutional
Court
The impact of the National Credit Act 34 of 2005 on debt enforcement procedures
Constitutional Court’s pronouncements in respect of emolument attachment orders
Constitutional Court’s developments in respect of the provisional sentence procedure.

The text serves as an appropriate text for academic courses in Civil Procedure, as well as a useful ﬁrst
reference for candidate attorneys, pupil advocates, legal practitioners, magistrates and judges.

OUP SA
JAN 2017
PAPERBACK
765 PAGES
9780190411268
9780190412241

Table of Contents
Stage One Before litigation • Part One Preliminary questions • Chapter A: Cause of action • Chapter B: Locus
standi • Chapter C: Jurisdiction • Part Two Pre-litigation issues • Chapter A: Demand • Chapter B: Calculation of
time limits • Chapter C: Service of legal documents • Chapter D: Action or application? • Stage Two Litigation •
Part One Applications • Chapter A: General principles • Chapter B: ‘On notice’ applications • Chapter C: Ex parte
applications • Part Two Actions • Chapter A: Pleadings • Chapter B: Pre-trial procedures • Chapter C: Trial •
Chapter D: Judgment, interest and costs • Stage Three After litigation • Part One Appeals and reviews •
Chapter A: Appeals • Chapter B: Reviews • Part Two Debt collection procedures • Chapter A: Writs and warrants of
execution • Chapter B: Section 65 procedure • Chapter C: Administration orders • Stage Four Additional
procedures • Chapter A: Settlement • Chapter B: Provisional sentence • Chapter C: Interim relief pending
judgment • Chapter D: Arrest tanquam suspectus de fuga • Chapter E: Multiple parties and actions • Chapter F:
Interdicts • Chapter G: Drastic procedures • Chapter H: Declarations of rights and stated cases • Chapter I: Small
Claims Court procedures • Chapter J: Other civil courts • Annexures • A: Alternative dispute resolution in civil
practice • B: Impact of the National Credit Act and the Consumer Protection Act on Civil Procedure • C: Diagrams •
D: Precedents • E: Citations • F: Short form, particulars of claim

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

NEW

OUP SA
JAN 2020

Criminal Procedure in South Africa
Editor: C Theophilopoulos
Authors: C Theophilopoulos, J Omar, B Tshehla, C Marumoagae, Z Hlophe, S Singh, K Naidoo, A van der Merwe and A Steynberg
Criminal Procedure in South Africa offers a concise, accessible and applied introduction to the theory and
practice of criminal procedure. The work serves as a systematic guide to the various stages of the procedural
system, and is designed to enable mastery of the rules, basic legal tests and practical steps that are required
to implement various criminal procedures.
The text offers a clear pedagogical framework that supports comprehension and develops independent,
critical and applied engagement with the subject matter. Clear, structured explanation is supported by
step-by-step, practical guidelines, relevant case law discussions, critical commentary and concise analysis

PAPERBACK
704 PAGES
9780190740245
9780190731793
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of critical legal tests. Numerous diagrams support readers’ comprehension, and a rich source of precedents
and other practical use documents oﬀer valuable tools to guide readers in their applied practice. Lecturers
who prescribe this work as course material are supported with ready-to-use teaching materials, which
include presentation slides and assessment material.
In equal measure, the text oﬀers an invaluable resource to university students, legal practitioners, prosecutors,
judicial oﬃcers, paralegals and police oﬃcers.
Table of Contents
Part One General introduction • Chapter 1: Concepts and components of the criminal justice system • Chapter 2:
History of South African criminal procedure • Part Two Courts and participants in the criminal justice system •
Chapter 3: Participants in the criminal justice system • Chapter 4: The police investigation • Chapter 5: Overview of
pre-trial, trial and post-trial procedures • Chapter 6: Structure of the criminal courts • Chapter 7: The jurisdiction of
the criminal courts • Part Three Pre-trial procedures • Chapter 8: Constitutional rights in criminal proceedings •
Chapter 9: The ascertainment of bodily features of persons • Chapter 10: Search and seizure • Chapter 11:
Summons, written notice, warnings, indictments and arrest • Chapter 12: The prosecuting authority’s discretion and
decision to prosecute • Chapter 13: Charge sheets, indictments and requests for further particulars • Chapter 14:
Release on bail • Chapter 15: Determining bail conditions • Chapter 16 Pre-trial discovery and preparation for trial
• Chapter 17 The witness in criminal proceedings • Chapter 18 Postponements and adjournments • Part
Four Criminal trial procedures • Chapter 19: Arraignment and plea • Chapter 20: Structure of a criminal trial •
Chapter 21: Conduct of a criminal trial • Chapter 22: Sentencing procedures • Part five Post-trial procedures •
Chapter 23: Review of lower court proceedings • Chapter 24: General principles of appeals • Chapter 25: Appeal
procedures • Part six Special criminal procedures • Chapter 26: Inquest proceedings • Chapter 27: Identity
parades • Chapter 28: Mental illness procedures • Chapter 29: Habitual and dangerous criminals • Chapter 30:
Prosecution of corporations and associations • Chapter 31: Plea and sentence agreements • Chapter 32: Disposal of
seized articles • Chapter 33: Victims’ rights • Chapter 34: Parole procedures • Chapter 35: The presidential power of
pardon and the expungement of a criminal record • Part seven The Child Justice Act 75 of 2008 • Chapter 36:
The child justice system • Chapter 37: Diversion options for a child oﬀender • Part eight: Transnational and
international crime • Chapter 38: Transnational extradition • Chapter 39: International criminal co-operation •
Chapter 40: International criminal court proceedings

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Student resources
• Short questions with automated marking

The Law of Evidence in South Africa 2e
Editors: A Bellengére, C Theophilopoulos and R Palmer
Authors: B Whitcher, L Roberts, N Melville, E Picarra, T Illsley, M Nkutha, B Naudé, L Swales, A Van der Merwe, S Reddy, L Mofokeng,
Z Hlophe, T Palmer, M Salukazana and M Finn.

OUP SA

The Law of Evidence in South Africa 2e provides a clear, practical and innovative introduction to the law of
evidence in South Africa, oﬀering explanations of complex principles in a manner that supports understanding
and application. The second edition of the text is structured to ensure greater coherence within the subject
matter, and provides additional substance and clarity. In addition, this edition includes new material which
frames methods of truth verification within a multicultural context, drawing upon approaches to evidence
presentation and dispute resolution within diverse societies.
The text is directed at undergraduate modules in the law of evidence, within the LLB degree programme.

FEB 2019
PAPERBACK
615 PAGES
9780190733469
9780190414764
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New to this edition:
• The text and features are revised and updated, to reflect relevant legal developments within the
recent period
• The second edition includes a new chapter which frames methods of truth verification within a
multicultural context, drawing upon approaches to evidence presentation and dispute resolution
within diverse societies
• The text includes extensive new material that addresses the Electronic Communications and
Transactions Act, 2002, and digital and computer-based forensic issues. Content relating to methods
of scientific truth verification is expanded to reflect the rapid technological developments within
this field
• The text structure is adjusted to ensure greater coherence within the subject matter
• Certain areas of content now reflect additional substance to support clear explanation and
understanding
• To support educational outcomes, teaching and learning material is enriched and expanded.

L AW C ATALO GU E

Table of Contents
Part One General introduction • Part Two Basic concepts • Part Three Kinds of evidence • Part Four Rules for
excluding evidence • Part Five The rules of trial • Part Six Evaluation of evidence • Part Seven Scientiﬁc forensic
evidence • Part Eight Special evidentiary procedures

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za

Student resources
• Interactive questions on
Learning Zone

PUBLIC LAW
Administrative Justice in South Africa 2e

NEW

Editors: G Quinot
Authors: G Quinot, H Corder, T Madonsela, M Kidd, M Murcott, P Maree, S Budlender, E Webber, J Bleazard, R Cachalia, A Anthony,
M Salukazana and M Finn
Administrative Justice in South Africa 2e offers a clear, comprehensive and applied explanation of the principles
and framework of administrative justice in South Africa. The text addresses both judicial and non-judicial
means for control and enforcement, as well as procedural aspects of administrative law. Practical in its
approach, the text provides valuable focus on the application of principles in case law, problem-solving
methodology and specific procedural aspects of administrative justice.
The second edition includes a new, unique chapter that considers the implications of administrative justice
for the creation of administrative mandates, as opposed to mere control of administrative action once
taken, thus employing administrative justice in a more proactive manner.
The text offers a clear pedagogical framework that develops independent, critical and reflective engagement
with the subject matter. A strong conceptual and enquiring approach enriches knowledge and engages
readers in an interactive, topical and challenging manner. Additional, high-value educational resources
support learning and teaching, further assisting students to develop the academic skills required to master
their studies.
New to this edition:
• The second edition is thoroughly updated to reflect issues and legal developments within the recent
period.
• The second edition oﬀers an expanded discussion of non-judicial forms of control and enforcement,
including a new chapter that addresses the roles and powers of the Auditor-General and the Public
Protector.
• The text’s discussion of legal remedies in control and enforcement proceedings is expanded to
include the remedies that are available to support the interventions of the Auditor-General and the
Public Protector, respectively.
• The second edition introduces a visioning, enquiring perspective that considers the ongoing system
design that is requisite to engender good, just and eﬃcient public decision making, and to give
effect to the constitutional promise of administrative justice.
• To support educational outcomes, the supplementary teaching and learning material is enriched and
expanded.
Table of contents:
Chapter 1: The development of administrative law in south africa • Chapter 2: Administrative authorities
in legal context • Chapter 3: Administrative action • Chapter 4: Non-judicial regulation of administrative
action • Chapter 5: Judicial regulation of administrative action • Chapter 6: Lawfulness • Chapter 7:
Procedural fairness • Chapter 8: Reasonableness • Chapter 9: Reason • Chapter 10: Administrative justice
in creating legislative mandates • Chapter 11: Standing and procedure for judicial review • Chapter 12:
Remedies in judicial review proceedings

OUP SA
JAN 2021
PAPERBACK
416 PAGES
9780190744243
9780190733148

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za
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South African Constitutional Law in Context 2e

NEW

Editors: P de Vos and W Freedman
Authors: P de Vos, W Freedman, Z Boggenpoel, L Draga, C Gevers, K Govender, P Lenaghan, D Mailula,
S Mnisi-Weeks, K Moyo, C Namakula, N Ntlama, S Sibanda and L Stone
South African Constitutional Law in Context 2e offers a clear, concise and comprehensive introduction to the
study of South African constitutional law. Situated within a historical-, political-, social- and economic
context, the text invites readers to discover the meaning, operation and eﬀects of the South African
constitution, and to understand its pivotal (but sometimes contested) signiﬁcance within the South African
development project.

OUP SA
MAR 2021
PAPERBACK
896 PAGES

Thoroughly revised and updated, this second edition offers a compelling analysis of developments during
the recent period. Presenting a balanced, critical and enquiring perspective, the text engages with key
issues and debates, such as the merits of constitutional supremacy, transformative constitutionalism, and
the constitutional protection of private property. The second edition considers the relationship between
constitutional law and customary law, throughout, and includes new chapters that address socio-economic
rights, traditional leadership, and the fundamental rights to education, private property (including land
expropriation), and freedom and security of the person. In an accessible manner, South African Constitutional
Law in Context, second edition, supports readers to master their knowledge and application of the subject
matter, and to meaningfully engage with the nuances of constitutional law principles.
South African Constitutional Law in Context, second edition, is suited as core course material for students
who are studying South African constitutional law as a module of the LLB degree, or at postgraduate level.
The text offers a useful resource for legal practitioners who may wish to engage with foundational and
current principles of the field.
Teaching presentation and assessment materials are available to lecturers and students.

9780190746162
9780190751104

New to this edition:
• The second edition is developed to ensure greater accessibility, clarity and depth of understanding.
The work engages with the many developments, debates and issues that have emerged within the
recent period, including discourse and debates relating to the merits of constitutional supremacy,
transformative constitutionalism, and constitutional protection of private property.
• The text’s discussion of the Bill of Rights is substantively deepened.
• The work includes a new discussion of socio-economic rights, as well as new chapters that address
the following constitutional rights: Freedom and Security of the Person, and Bodily Integrity;
Education; Private Property; Traditional Leadership
• The text includes a stronger, integrated discussion of customary law.
• The second edition analyses the many issues and developments, relating to Chapter 9 institutions,
that have developed during the recent period, and introduces a focus on the conduct of the national
Legislature and Executive.
Table of Contents
Part 1 Principles and structures of government • Chapter 1: South African constitutional law in context •
Chapter 2: Basic concepts of constitutional law • Chapter 3: Separation of Powers and the three branches of
government • Chapter 4: Separation of Powers and the national legislature • Chapter 5: Separation of Powers and
the national executive • Chapter 6: Separation of Powers and judicial authority • Chapter 7: Separation of Powers
and chapter 9 institutions • Chapter 8: Multilevel government in South Africa • Chapter 9: Tradtional leadership in
South Africa • Part 2 The Bill of Rights and the enforcement of the constitution • Chapter 10: Introduction to and
application of the Bill of Rights • Chapter 11: The limitation of rights • Chapter 12: Constitutional remedies •
Chapter 13: Equality, human dignity and privacy rights • Chapter 14: Diversity Rights • Chapter 15: Political and
process rights • Chapter 16: Constitutional Property Law • Chapter 17: Education and Socio-Economic Rights

Lecturer resources
• PowerPoint® teaching presentation
• Assessment resources
learningzone.oxford.co.za
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REFERENCE
Oxford Paperback Reference: A Dictionary of Law 9e
Edited by J Law
Now in its ninth edition, it has been fully updated to incorporate recent case law and the latest legislation,
such as the Modern Slavery Act 2015, the Brexit legislation, and changes in consumer, tax, and family law.
Over 100 new entries have been added, including Article 50, Brexit, the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act
2013, and intercountry adoption. In addition, there is a useful Writing and Citation Guide that speciﬁcally
addresses problems and established conventions for writing legal essays and reports. Now providing more
information than ever before, this edition features recommended web links for many entries, which are
accessed and kept up to date via the Dictionary of Law companion website.
Described by leading university lecturers as 'the best law dictionary' and 'excellent for non-law students
as well as law undergraduates', this classic dictionary is an invaluable source of legal reference for professionals,
students, and anyone else needing succinct clariﬁcation of legal terms. Focusing primarily on English law,
it also provides a one-stop source of information for any of the many countries that base their legal system
on English law.
New to this edition:
• Fully revised and updated content reﬂecting the very latest legislation, including changes in the
status of the Law Lords, the Equality Act and related anti-discrimination legislation, and recent
changes to criminal and administrative law
• Over 120 new entries – from Clinical Commissioning Groups and General Anti-Abuse Rule to
reasonable adjustment and universal credit.

OUP UK
JUN 2018
PAPERBACK
768 PAGES
9780198802525

The Law Student’s Dictionary 13e
Author: James Penner
The Law Student’s Dictionary is an invaluable reference work for all law students. The terms have been
chosen with the specific needs of the undergraduate student in mind, providing a full insight into legal
terminology and ensuring students are familiar with terms they will encounter during their studies.
The dictionary includes substantial entries on core student topics which outline the conceptual importance
of key areas, to give students an idea of how these terms have been shaped by, and in turn shape, how
lawyers think. Some older terms are also included, as although they are not used to frame the current law,
students will come across them in the course of their studies and they are of historical significance.
The text features cross-referencing of terms and deﬁnitions, giving students the opportunity to expand
and contextualise their knowledge, and the material is presented in a new two-colour page design, which
allows for quick and easy navigation. The Law Student’s Dictionary is an excellent reference tool for students
of law at all levels.
• An essential point of reference for students of the law, it provides a full insight into legal terminology,
ensuring students are familiar with terms they will encounter during their studies
• Features cross-referencing of terms and deﬁnitions, giving students the opportunity to expand and
contextualise their knowledge
• Includes substantial entries on core student topics which outline the conceptual importance of these
key areas, to give students an idea of how these terms have been shaped by, and in turn shape, how
lawyers think
• A revised format featuring a new two-colour page design makes the text easy to navigate, ensuring
students are able to ﬁnd answers to their queries quickly and easily
• Includes some older terms that are not used to frame the current law, but which students will come
across in the course of their studies and which are of historical signiﬁcance, such as ‘plaintiﬀ ’.
New to this edition:
• New two-colour page layout for increased ease of use and quick reference
• Features terms arising from new legislation, the rise of e-commerce law, and more ‘modern’ court
language.

OUP UK
MAR 2008
PAPERBACK
328 PAGES
9780199218998

Table of Contents
Preface • List of Abbreviations • Dictionary A–Z
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The Strange Alchemy of Life and Law
Winner of the 2010 Sunday Times Alan Paton Literary Award
Author: Albie Sachs
From a young age Albie Sachs played a prominent part in the struggle for justice in South Africa. As a
result he was detained in solitary confinement, tortured by sleep deprivation and eventually blown up by
a car bomb which cost him his right arm and the sight of an eye. His experiences provoked an outpouring
of creative thought on the role of law as a protector of human dignity in the modern world, and a lifelong
commitment to seeing a new era of justice established in South Africa.
After playing an important part in drafting South Africa’s post-apartheid Constitution, he was appointed
by Nelson Mandela to be a member of the country’s ﬁrst Constitutional Court. Over the course of his
ﬁfteen-year term on the Court he grappled with the major issues confronting modern South Africa, and
the challenges posed to the fledgling democracy as it sought to overcome the injustices of the apartheid
regime.
OUP UK
FEB 2011
PAPERBACK
320 PAGES
9780199605774

Sachs conveys in intimate fashion what it was like to be a judge in these unique circumstances, how his
extraordinary life influenced his approach to the cases before him, and his views on the nature of justice
and its achievement through law.
The book provides unique access to an insider’s perspective on modern South Africa, and a rare glimpse
into the working of a judicial mind. By juxtaposing life experiences and extracts from judgments, Sachs
enables the reader to see the complex and surprising ways in which legal culture transforms subjective
experience into objectively reasoned decisions. With rare candour he tells of the diﬃculties he has when
preparing a judgment, of how every judgment is a lie. Rejecting purely formal notions of the judicial role
he shows how both reason and passion (concern for protecting human dignity) are required for law to
work in the service of justice.
Suitable for academics, students and lay readers interested in the workings of law in the modern world;
readers interested in modern South African history, particularly the transition and post-Apartheid South
Africa.

“If I still had responsibility for the English judiciary I would encourage every judge for whom I was responsible
to read this book. I am sure it would improve their understanding of what the job really involves and what
justice is all about.”
Lord Woolf, Formerly Lord Chief Justice of England,
Wales and Northern Ireland (from the preface)

“The Strange Alchemy of Life and Law is his fascinating and honest account of how his own thinking, emotions
and experiences contributed to some of the most startling, original, adventurous, far-reaching and moving
decisions taken by any court in the world.”
Marcel Berlins of The Guardian, UK

“But the thing is there’s nothing about Sachs which is that simple. Throughout the book Sachs explores,
through nuanced style and content, the conjunction of opposites; of reason and passion, on intuition and
rationale, of sacred and secular, of public and personal, of life and law.”
Louise Tudor Jones, Weekend Argus
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LAW JOURNALS

Visit the journal websites to read the latest research and sign up for email table of content alerts.

oxfordjournals.org
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